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EXPERIENCE
LED-Signs is a leading provider of LED sign
technology in Australia. We have been supplying
LED signs that are both functional and attractive
for over 35 years. Our experience in the industry
means that our development, design and
manufacturing processes are industry benchmarks.

The versatility and high impact of LED technology
lends itself to indoor and outdoor architectural
applications.

EXPERTISE

Our range of signs have the flexibility to adapt to all
applications and can display information as well as
become a design feature. LED-Signs’ architectural
and design solutions are suitable for both new
developments and refurbishments.

LED-Signs specialises in indoor and outdoor
solutions which combine superior design,
longevity, and environmental toughness. Our
product range includes video super screens,
multimedia displays, multi-line & scrolling signs,
menu boards, gaming displays and scoreboards.

Our architectural solutions include applications for:
Retail sites
Hotel, club and entertainment venues
Tourist precincts
Commercial and office buildings

VERSATILITY
Our versatility means that we can custom design
visual display solutions for architects, builders,
designers, shopfitters, advertising organisations,
signage providers, casinos, clubs, hotels, cinemas,
airports, schools, mining and retail organisations.
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Our architectural options include:
Vertical or horizontal scrolling signs
In-floor displays
Large video screen applications
Curved or ribbon displays
Menu and welcome boards
Interactive communication options
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HIGH IMPACT DESIGN OPTIONS
LED-Signs’ architectural and design solutions are
developed in close consultation with the client.
Our signs are engaging, providing relevant and
timely information that can be instantaneously
updated or programmed daily, weekly, or monthly
to keep information fresh.

Retail Applications
From single line point of sale displays to
architectural features and large advertising screens
LED-Signs’ retail solutions are state of the art and
suitable for individual retailers as well as common
spaces in large shopping complexes.

Hotel, Club and Entertainment Venues
LED signs add ambience with functionality to any
décor by creating a focal point that is both
informative and attractive to look at. LED décor
displays range from single line scrolling signs to
large full colour screens that can provide guests
with information about show times and venue
facilities.

Tourist Precincts
LED signs make a striking statement while
attracting and engaging visitors. From interactive
urban art applications to outdoor visual displays
and in floor scrolling installations, LED-Signs’
architectural solutions are custom designed to
meet the specific needs of each client.

Commercial and Office buildings
From high tech welcome boards to scrolling ribbon
signs and full colour video walls, LED technology is
functional, draws attention to, and enhances the
architectural appeal of spaces that can often be
rather uninteresting.
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